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In This Issue

Traveller is without question the lead-

ing s-f role-playing game on the market.

It seemed like a more than worthwhile

topic for a special issue. So . . . we’ve

got a number of Traveller-related game

and supplement reviews, a variant article,

and the winner of the Ship Design

Contest. (There wasn’t room to print the

runner-up - but let it be noted here that

Ron Shigeta’s design ran a close second.)

The winner was Mark Chittenden; his

design appears on page 1 1

.

This month’s cover is by Chris White,

who has done quite a bit of illustration

for Avalon Hill - notably the box art

for Dune and Magic Realm.

For the fantasy fan, we’ve got “Ten

Characters I Wouldn’t Let In My Uni-

verse.” And for gamers in general, a

report from Yaquinto Games.
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Alternate Characters

for TRAVELLER

by Forrest Johnson

programmed. In common practice, an Example
android owes its creator twelve years of A player wishes to create a character



Obviously this can get pretty expen-

sive. To put things in perspective, remem-

ber that an ordinary man, with his full 42

points and a few thousand credits worth

of equipment, can outperform a super-

android with a bushel of built-in features.

Special Handicaps

In order to increase its 42 points, the

GM may gift an alternate character with

some special handicaps. Special features

subtract from the available points; special

pleasant characteristic of his own. cannon, don’t blame me!

TSG BACK ISSUES
Didyou miss an articleyou wanted to read? Some back issues

of TSG are still available:





THANKYOU
H.G. Wells Awards

System 7 Napoleonics

Best Historical Figure Series

System 7 Napoleonics Rules

Best Miniatures Rules

Kinunir, Adventure One for Traveller

Best Role-Playing Aduenture

The Journal of the Travellers’ Aid Society

Best Professional Role-Playing Magazine

Game Designers’ Guild Awards

Double Star

Guild SelectAward

Bloodtree Rebellion

Guild SelectAward

White Death

Guild SelectAward

Road to the Rhine
Guild SelectAward

Fire & Movement Readers’ Poll Awards

White Death
Best Operational Game

Road to the Rhine

Best Strategic Game and Best Game ofthe Year

Frank Chadwick
Designer ofthe Year

Thank you to all the gamers who have made ODW games so popular. And thank you to all the gamers
whose satisfaction earned GDW the awards listed above at Origins 1980. Look for these future award-

winners from GDW at your favorite local hobby or game shop in the near future:

Azhanti High Lightning • The Fall of France - Asteroid - Twilight's Peak Assault • Tacforce

Game Designers' Workshop
TRAVELLER—ROLE PLAYING GAMES—HISTORICAL SIMULATIONS

SCIENCEFICTIONGAMES—SYSTEM 7NAPOLEONICS

Free catalog on request Dept. SG, 203 North St, Normal, IL 61 761
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Featured Review:

by William A. Barton

- more felt than heard - as the magnetic

boots of the Solomani’s vacc suit made

contact with the hull of the Bard Endeav-

our. Turning his head slightly, he was re-

warded with the sight of the rest of his

party touching down on the crippled Im-

perial warship. It would only take his

team minutes to force open the doors

into the boat dock, he knew - and then

what? He wondered ifhe'd live to see Old

Terra again. It had to be done, though.

The capture of such a ship as the Endeav-

our with its advanced weaponry could

make possible a Solomani victory and -

at last! - independence from the Empire.

The doors flew open. Bracing himself,

the Solomani officer flung himself into

the opening - for Solomani indepen-

dence! - followed closely by his men.

Into the withering fire of a dozen Imper-

ial Marines. . .

.

Nobody ever promised that “Adventure

Aboard an Imperial Starship” would be

easy. But it can be challenging - and fun

- with GDW’s new Traveller game,

AZHANTI HIGH LIGHTNING. Designed

to be easily integrated into the Traveller

role-playing system, AHL is, neverthe-

less, a fascinating game in itself. Even

painting of the Azhanti High Lightning

herself — quite attractive, that! The sec-

ond will be the $22.00 price tag - ouch!

And this on a box no bigger than that of

Imperiuml Rest assured, it’s worth it.

Once you see the components, I think

you’ll agree.

The insides of AZHANTI consist of

a sheet of 240 color-coded counters of

Imperial crewmen and marines, intruders,

adventurers, robots, Zhodani, the wolf-

like Vargr, plus alien blobs, wine (for one

chart; two full-sized dice (a relief after

the miniscule dice some companies in-

clude); a 44-page rules booklet plus a

44-page Traveller supplement (No. 5) on

Lightning Class Cruisers ; and 14 (count

’em - 14!) sets of full-color deck plans

of the various levels found on the Azhanti

or her sisters (these alone are almost

worth the price of the entire game). All

high standards of quality.

The deck plans, each representing sev-

eral decks of the same type, are nicely

done with details that include color-

coded conduits, hatches and valves and

even individual consoles and chairs on the

various bridges and gunnery decks. Each

deck is laid out with a half-inch square

plained in the “technical manual” section

of the supplement.

The supplement itself, in addition to

containing the deck-by-deck breakdown,

outlines the entire history of the Light-

ning class, gives general specifications for

editions of High Guard. A
booklet for Traveller lovers

High Guard-style fleet ac

should consider releasing th

The rules for AZHANTI are quite well-

written with very few errors or ambigu-

ities visible. They clearly set out all the

general rules for play, the special rules

and the advanced rules in such a manner
that it isn’t necessary to puzzle over them

for several hours before figuring out how
to play. All the rules are simple enough

to understand - yet complex enough to

add depth to the game. These rules take

up the first two-thirds of the rules book-
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the Vargr Extents in “Brother Wolf” enough, though, the system works. Once Unfortunately, the same can’t be said

Guidelines are given for creating original players get used to the game, it moves for the melee system. It is one of the least

scenarios, and instructions are added for fairly smoothly, though not at breakneck satisfying aspects of the game. The whole

converting the AZHANTI system into speed. One great aid is that the AP costs thing seems to be merely a simplified

Traveller and vice versa. for all actions are printed on a separate form of brawling (with characters engag*

Some glitches did creep in. For exam- combat chart for easy reference, elimin- ing in fisticuffs or clubbing each other

can make for slow going, especially in the Each weapon also has its own penetra- hefty round of applause for this offering,

scenarios involving large numbers of char- tion rating which differs at each range; One wonders what they’ll come up with

acters, and involves quite a bit of paper i.e., a weapon hit docs more damage at next. All I can say is, after AZHANTI
work. A game turn that represents only effective range than extreme. Yes, AZ- HIGH LIGHTNING, Traveller game 4 is

15 seconds of game time could easily last HANTI HIGH LIGHTNING definitely going to have to be a real planet-buster

several minutes of real time. Strangely deserves an “A” for its combat system. to compete.

EMPYREAN
CHALLENGE

EMPYREAN . . . is defined as "the highest heavens".

Control ofa star cluster comprising 100 solar systems

and 500 planets is the goal of this 150-player hidden-

movement strategic science fiction game. For free

details, send SASE to SUPERIOR SIMULA TIONS.

524 Franklin Park Circle. Dept. SGI, Boise, ID 83709.
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GAME DESIGN:
Theory and Practice

Part VI:

More about Movement
by Nick Schuessler and Steve Jackson

inue our dis- half a mile from the point of the

Putting it Together

So far, we have the level of play (stra-

tegic, operational, tactical), terrain types

(elevation, water, foliage, man-made), and
historical period (pre-gunpowder, pre-

machine gun, and modem) affecting our

determination of refined movement. And
we haven’t even gotten to the “chrome”

yet: equipment, training, organization,

leadership, morale, etc.

Before we get completely mired down.

(equal to about four hours).

All the figures used here are for a

World War II German infantry regiment -
well-trained, well-led, and highly organ-

ized in matters like marches and deploy-

ment. Now imagine a mob in the same

circumstances, and most of
'

age walking pace. Even allowing for

changes in physique throughout the ages,

20 mi/day is a good role of thumb.

• Large numbers of motorized vehicles

it 15-2C m/hr.

more likely triple and quadruple. In point

of fact, movement in wargaming is always

at a much faster tempo than in real life.

Here we’ve had no mistaken orders, no
surprises, and the advantage of seeing the

whole map displayed exactly as it is. Even

The determining factor is the speed of tl

slowest vehicle, not the fastest.

• Horse-drawn wagons move the same as

infantry. Wagons are more affected by
bad road and terrain conditions than

either infantry or motorized vehicles.

Now smaller sized units will always
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Company Report:

YAQUINTO GAMES
not tolerate a sloppy or clumsy ga

is more trouble to play than it is

In short, they are our toughest crii

out it, we realized how irr

and how long it would tak

play. Not having it meant

the distributors started calling to reorder.

They were having no trouble placing

had to await the important reactions -
those of the consumer. Happily, our

nerves were not frayed much longer.

ing letters of praise from gamers. Now, a

short 2 x
/i months after the original ship-
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DEUS y
EX jp
MACHINA

This can be used to put together a

program that will accept Ej,, E0 , Dh ,

and D0 , and reply with an elevation

which, when compared with Ej will let

you know if you can sight the enemy.
Here is the program:

(Note: The “code" is shown for HP-

step Code Entry Comments

Calculator Play Aids
This month. Instead of Bruce Web- Line of Sight Algorithm:

star's regular column, we have a special

guest column on calculators in wargames L™ of sl8>« is if:

by W.G. Armintrout of Tooele, Utah. 3 ^ "E’l

Programming a calculator is simple.

Anyone can do it. Just to prove my
point, here are three programs for the

Hewlett-Packard HP-25 which I managed

to come up with. If you own an HP-25,

these will be immediately useful to you.

If you own any other brand of calculator,

you can no doubt adapt these programs

with a minimum of trouble. If you don’t

even own a programmable, at least you’ll

be moderately exposed to the great Light

which the silicon chip is dishing out upon
the world.

The three programs are — LINE OF
SIGHT; RISKIER; and BORG THE
PROGRAMMABLE.

The programmable calculator can

make mincemeat out of those imposing

formulae that up to now have kept a lot

of us away from some extra-complex

games. The example at hand is line-of-

sight as treated in SPI’s Great Battles of
the American Civil War series.

Basically, the problem is to tell ifyour

artillery can shoot at that cavalry when
hills and dales of at least five different

elevations are in the way. The game pro-

vides a Line of Sight gauge, but it is a

H = difference in height

D = distance in hexes

target (whichever is

dp = distance in hexes

from obstacle and

attacker OR target

(whichever has the

lowest elevation)

This can be arranged to look like this:

E, & SbSrfLfifii
Dh’Do

where Ej = height of attacker or

target (whichever is least)

El, = height of attacker or

target (whichever is great-

est)

E0 = height of the obstacle

Dj, = distance in hexes from

attacker to target

Dc = distance in hexes from

obstacle to the attacker

OR defender (whichever

16 23 61 05 STO X 5 Dh(E? - 5) is

5.

17 24 05 RCL 5

18 23 51 07 STO + 7 [Dh(E0 - 5)
- D

q
Eh ] is

21 24 07 RCL 7 Mem 7 is

displayed.

22 13 00 GTO 00 Program resets

itselfand stops.

To use:

1 . Key program into calculator.

2. Enter E|,, press R/s key, and wait

until calculator stops working.

3. Enter D|,, press R/s and wait.

4. Enter E0 ,
press R/s and wait.

5. Enter terrain modifiers. (Different

values are added according to the terrain

in the obstacle hex. See rale 9.72.)

6. Enter D0 . R/s.

7. The calculator will now give its re-
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By Sherwln tHefrirr,and Steven Pederson

This unique epic gam^efftfs provides a multi-

faceted simulation of Hurrah life in an interstellar

environment. It is'de^ignecfifS represent many of

the decisions which would Be faced by a member
of interstellar^ society interacting with htroom-
plex and demanding environment. Because of

the complexity irnd length -of th.e programs, Itls

likely that play wilP^xtpnrf over several sessions.

The six games comprising the series each gener-
ate text files which maintain a.permanent record
of the life of each character in the game.

'
j®

SPACE requires a 48K Apple and Applesoft ROM.
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PUBLICATIONS

ERRATA

from the Space computer game re-

aragraph reads, “IF IP (-LP) .

.

<Tljc fmitnei) (Trip

able plav aids. You will need MicroGame No. 3 THE FANTASY TRIP:

MELEE and MicroGame No. 6 THE FANTASY TRIP: WIZARD, or Hie ex-

panded modules THE FANTASY TRIP: ADVANCED MELEE and THE FAN
TASY TRIP: ADVANCED WIZARD for playing magic and combal.

•X" ADVANCED MELEE expands

Jf TOLLENKAR S LAIR is a ready-lo-play labyrinth.

Metagaming
Box 15346-TSG. Austin. TX 78761





NO TURKEYS!
You’ll never waste your money on a "turkey”

game again... if you read THE SPACE GAMER.

There are more games to choose from
than ever before. You can’t afford to

spend money on turkeys. And you don’t

have to.

THE SPACE GAMER runs reviews of

every science fiction and fantasy game
published. We also review supplements...

game aids . . . miniatures . . . and more.

Even some historical games!
If a game is good, our reviewers say so.

If it’s not so good, they tell you WHY . .

.

and how it could be improved.

THE SPACE GAMER will pay for itself the

first time it steers you away from a bad

buy— or tells you about a good game you
might have missed.

Are you into computer games? Again —
TSG to the rescue! We review new game
software — all kinds. With tapes and disks

costing $15 to $20 and up, you don’t want

to throw your money away. Read the re-

views before you buy!

Of course, we carry more than reviews.

We’ve got articles on strategy. Variants and

scenarios for your favorite games. Letters,

cartoons, and art. Fiction (and every piece

of fiction is followed by a game scenario

or variant to go with the story). We even
have complete games in some issues.

Name
Address

State Zip

Please send me THE SPACE
GAMER for:

( ) One year (12 issues) - $21.

( ) Two years (24 issues) - $39.

( ) Sample issue - $2.50.

( ) Check here if this is a

resubscription.

( ) My check or money order

is enclosed.

( ) Bill my MasterCard.

( ) Bill my Visa.

Signature:

Help stamp out turkeys! Subscribe today.

THE SPACE GAMER / Box18805-Q / Austin, TX 78760





ANNOUNCING . .

.

STEVE JACKSON GAMES
ndependent publish i

>en. Steve Jackson - the designer of OGRE,

ill-color maps and covers . . . illustrated rules . . . multi-color t

THE FANTASY TR

RAID on

IRAN
A simulation gai

into Tehran. If tl

Special Forces tear

Rules cover U.S. surprise, mob actio

copter breakdown (of course!), undr

er aid, panicked/berserk militants, ai

CARDBOARD
HEROES

r two players. Playing tir

Game design by Steve Jackson.

BOX 1 S957-T AUSTIN, TX 78760
Subscribers to THE SPACE GAMER get free postage on game orders. Ifyou subscribe to TSG,

use the order form on your mailer cover or include your mailing label Or subscribe now ($21 for

12 monthly issues, $39 for 24 issues

)

- and yourgame postage is free.

KUNG FU
2100

FULL-COLOR 25mm miniatures -
printed on heavy cardboard. Each figure

is shown on one side (see pictures above);

rear facing is on the reverse. You’ll never

hassie of metal figures. And you’ll seldom

see ANY miniatures as beautifully color-

Set 1 contains the fantasy heroes for

all your games: men, elves, dwarves,

halflings, fighters, wizards, clerics,

thieves ... 40 figures in all . . . only $3.

But his guards are many and loyal,

rike you, they can kill with a single blow.

And time is against you . .

.

KUNG FU 2100 includes 112 counters

n 3 colors; 16” x 21” rules sheet; 10” x
11” color map; extra CRT and record

heets; and ziplock bag for counters.

A unique combat system represents

he martial artists’ attacks and defenses.

For one or two players. Playing time

inder 90 minutes.

Designed by

’.st Johnst

ONE-PAGE

BULGE
It started as a challenge: Design a good

wargame with only one page of rules.

ONE-PAGE BULGE met the challenge! A
regimental-level simulation of the Battle

of the Bulge - with complete, detailed

rules - including weather and Allied air

superiority, German supply and isolation,

and optional rules for bridge destruction

and capture of Allied supplies.




